
Distance learning
Monday 8th June 2020

Congratulations on your baby 
brother Alyssa!!!

He is a lucky baby boy!



Good morning!

Happy birthday Kiera-Liegh! I hope you are having an amazing day 
wherever you are filled with delicious food and your friends and family 
making a huge fuss of you- including Aiden! I am sure your bright smile 
will be brightening everyone's day!



Maths
Before we start, I just want to say a massive happy birthday to Kiera-

Leigh! I know you have done lots of baking during the holidays and I am 
sure your cake making skills are fantastic by now! Enjoy your presents 

and have a wonderful day.





• We revised the written methods for multiplication last week. We are 
moving onto division this week.

• How quickly can you do these questions?
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We will be using the method below – short 
division also known as bus stop method today.



Watch these videos then answer the questions below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trjepeOy2rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R37L_aMNvQ

Decimals: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpD0DD5MpIo The decimal 
examples begin about 4 minutes in.

847 ÷ 7 = 

3672 ÷ 8 =

561.6 ÷ 6 =

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trjepeOy2rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R37L_aMNvQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpD0DD5MpIo


Watch these videos then answer the questions below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trjepeOy2rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R37L_aMNvQ

Decimals: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpD0DD5MpIo The decimal 
examples begin about 4 minutes in.

847 ÷ 7 = 121

3672 ÷ 8 = 459

561.6 ÷ 6 = 93.6

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trjepeOy2rc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5R37L_aMNvQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mpD0DD5MpIo


More practice

•1926 ÷ 6 =

•1888 ÷ 8 =

•634.2 ÷ 7 =

Answer

321

236

90.6
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Your turn

•654 ÷ 6 =

•4123 ÷ 7=

•9145.2 ÷ 6 =

Answers:

109

589
1524.2



Your turn

•654 ÷ 6 =

•4123 ÷ 7=

•9145.2 ÷ 6 =

Answers:

109

589
1524.2





1a) 114
b) 96
c) 81
d) 62

2a) 910
b) 679
c) 1345
d) 1296

3a) 133.1
b) 752.8
c) 204.6
d) 92.3



PLENARY



Reading
Read pages 18-20 of "So You Want to Build 
A Castles".



SPaG
Log in to SPaG.com and complete the test "Terminology A".



English



Year 5

Time for your Year 5 memories! As usual, answer 
the prompt questions to help you write your memories.

Don't write any more than half a page.

Have fun!



Answer these:

Who was your teacher?

What is your main memory of the teacher?

What was your favourite trip?

What was your favourite topic?

Your funniest memory of this year?

A memory where someone was kind to you?

Any after school clubs or sports teams?

Favourite thing to do at lunch/play time?

Any other good memories to include?


